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ORBITS OF RANK ONE AND PARALLEL MEAN CURVATURE

CARLOS OLMOS

To the memory of Franco Tricerri

Abstract. Let M" (n > 2 ) be a (extrinsic) homogeneous irreducible full

submanifold of Euclidean space with rank(M) = k > 1 (i.e., it admits k > 1

locally defined, linearly independent parallel normal vector fields). We prove

that M must be contained in a sphere. This result toghether with previous

work of the author about homogeneous submanifolds of higher rank imply,

in particular, the following theorem: A homogeneous irreducible submanifold

of Euclidean space with parallel mean curvature vector is either minimal, or

minimal in a sphere, or an orbit of the isotropy representation of a simple

symmetric space.

0. Introduction

The theory of orthogonal representations of Lie groups is very well developed.

Nevertheless, very little is known, except for polar representations, about the

geometry of the orbits as submanifolds of Euclidean space. In general this

geometry is too complicated and may vary from orbit to orbit. Let us describe

an example of this situation: the Lie group Spin(3) = S3 acts transitively, with

finite isotropy, on the real projective space P3. Using the Veronese embedding
/ : P3 —» R9 , Spin(3) may be regarded as a Lie subgroup of 50(9). In this way,

the Veronese submanifold z'(P3) is a maximal dimensional orbit of Spin(3).

The geometry of this orbit is well understood (in particular, it is an extrinsic

symmetric submanifold, [F]). But, the geometry of other orbits seems to be
very involved. It may also happen that an involved group representation of a

compact Lie group has very simple orbits (e.g. product of spheres; see [D, p.

126]). So, it seems to be more reasonable (from a geometric point of view) to

study homogeneous submanifolds with simple geometric invariants, rather than

all the orbits of some representation of a Lie group (because the subgroup of

isometries of the ambient space that leaves invariant some orbit may depend

on the orbit. This is not indeed the case of polar actions, where this subgroup

is given by the associated s-representation). With this idea in mind it was

defined in [03] the concept of rank of a full submanifold N of Euclidean space.

Namely, rank(N) = dim^(uo(N)), where uq(N) is the maximal parallel flat
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subbundle of the normal bundle v(N) (i.e. the maximal number of linearly

independent locally defined normal vector fields to N ).

Theorem A ([03]). Let M" ( n > 2 ) be a compact homogeneous irreducible full

submanifold of Euclidean space with rank(M) > 2. Then M is an orbit of the

isotropy representation of a simple symmetric space.

Corollary ([03]). Let M be a compact homogeneous irreducible submanifold of

Euclidean space with parallel mean curvature vector which is not minimal in a

sphere. Then M is an orbit of the isotropy representation of a simple symmetric
space.

The proof of the above theorem is related to normal holonomy groups [01 ]

and to the theorem of Thorbergsson [Th] (see also [02]). It should be remarked

that it might be possible for a compact Lie subgroup of SO(N) to have an

irreducible full (nonisoparametric) orbit of rank > 2, but its action on RN

being not polar (this is an open question). The main purpose of this article is
to analyze the noncompact case

Theorem. Let Mn (n > 2) be a homogeneous irreducible full submanifold of

Euclidean space with rank(M) > 1  Then M is contained in a sphere.

For the proof of the above theorem , roughly speaking, we have to pass to a

holonomy tube with flat normal holonomy (cf. [HOT]) which is in general non-

homogeneous. Some of the curvature normal of this tube are parallel. (Namely,

those corresponding to the horizontal lifting of the eigendistributions associated

with nonzero eigenvalues of the shape operator of M restricted to uq(M)) ,

and those corresponding to the vertical distribution). The eigendistributions

of the shape operator of the tube which are associated to a nonzero parallel
curvature normal can be simultaneously focalized (this is by defining a Coxeter

group with a fixed point, as Terng [Te] did for an isoparametric submanifold.

But our method of finding the fixed point is simpler and it also applies to the

isoparametric case, where it was already known by Alan West [W]). With all this

information we are able to prove, if M is irreducible, that all curvature normals

of M related to vq(M) must be different from zero (otherwise M would split).

This implies that Hol^(M) is contained in a sphere, whose center is given by

the fixed point of the Coxeter group. Hence, M is contained in a sphere.

Theorem A is also true if M is not compact but contained in a sphere. So,
glueing it together with the above theorem yields

Theorem. Let M (n > 2) be a homogeneous irreducible full submanifold of
Euclidean space. Then,

(i) rank(M) > 1 if and only if M is contained in a sphere.

(ii) rank(M) > 2 if and only if M is an orbit of the isotropy representation

of a simple symmetric space of higher rank which is not most singular.

The above theorem, in particular, gives a complete answer, up to minimal

immersions, to the problem of finding all homogeneous solutions to the PDE

system determined by the parallel mean curvature condition.

Corollary. Let M be a homogeneous irreducible submanifold of the Euclidean

space with parallel mean curvature vector. Then M is either minimal, or min-

imal in a sphere, or it is the orbit of the isotropy representation of a simple

symmetric space.
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It would be very interesting to prove similar results for homogeneous (non-

compact) submanifolds of the hyperbolic space. Though some of the technics

developed here apply also to this case, this study seems to be more involved

than in the Euclidean space.
We would like to add that we have included in the Appendix a character-

ization of the action of the (extrinsic) group of isometries of a homogeneous

irreducible submanifold of the Euclidean space.

1.  PRELIMINARIES

We recall here the notation and basic facts in [03]. If M is a submanifold

of Euclidean space, then v0(M) denotes the maximal Vx-parallel and flat sub-

bundle of the normal bundle v(M) over M. The rank of M is defined by

rank(M) = dimnf(i/o(M)) ; in other words, near any point of M, there exists

rank(M) (locally defined) linearly independent parallel normal vector fields,

and rank(M) is maximal with respect to this property. For any p e M,

where <P* denotes the restricted normal holonomy group of M at p .

We next announce Theorem C of [03]. Following its proof one sees that it

is local in nature, and it does not depend on the compactness. So,

Theorem 1.1. Let Mn = K • v (n > 2) be a homogeneous irreducible full

submanifold of RN, where v e RN, and K is a Lie subgroup of the full group

of isometries of RN. Let k e K and p e M. Then, there exists c : [0, 1] —> M
piecewise dijferentiable with c(0) = p, c(l) = k • p and such that

dk\v(M)p = rc

where x denotes \7l-parallel transport. Moreover, the V±-parallel transport in

vq(M) along any curve is achieved by some element of K.

Theorem A in [03] is also true if the submanifold is not compact, but con-

tained in a sphere (see Remark 1.3).

Theorem 1.2 (see [03]). Let M = K -v (n>2) be a homogeneous irreducible

full submanifold of RN, where K is a Lie subgroup (not necessarily compact)

of SO(N), and Del". // rank(M) > 2 then M is the orbit of the isotropy
representation of a simple symmetric space.

Remark 1.3. In the assumptions of the above theorem. It is not difficult to see

that we may assume that K is closed, as a subgroup of the isometries I(M) of

M. So, at any p e M, the isotropy subgroup Kp is compact. It is now easy to

see that everything in [03, sec.6] is also valid for M not necessarily compact,

but contained in a sphere.
In the following, unless otherwise stated, M = K -v will be a homogeneous

irreducible full submanifold of RN with rank(M) > 1 and dimension n >

2. As in [03, sec.6], we may assume, perhaps by passing to a parallel orbit,

that u0(M) is globally flat. In this case, there exist distinct V^-parallel 0 =
no, nx, ■■■ , ng e Cco(M, u0(M)), E0, ■■■ , Eg , autoparallel distributions of

M (perhaps, Eo = Q), such that TM = E0 © ■ • • © Eg , and

AçXj = (n¡, ç).Xi
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for all í e C°°(M, u0(M)), Xt e C°°(M, E,) ( i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , g ). Observe that
due to the Ricci identity, the distributions E0, Ex, • • • , Eg are invariant under

all the shape operators of M (see [03]). (Here, in contrast with [03, sec. 6],
0 may be an eigenvalue, since M is not necessarily contained in a sphere.)

We call no, nx, ■■■ ,ng the t,o(M)-curvature normals. We assume, without

loss of generality, g > 2 (see Remark 1.6). Let, for q e M, S¡(q) be the
integral manifold of E¡ through q (i = 0, ■■ ■ , g ), which is totally geodesic

in M. For / = 1, • • • , g, let {,• € C°°(M, u0(M)) be parallel and such that
(& ,n¡) — \ if and only if i = j . Let M¡ be the corresponding focal parallel
manifold. One sees, by following the proofs, that Proposition 6.3 in [03] is

valid in our case for /' > 1 (i.e., if n¡ is not zero).

Proposition 1.4. Under the general assumptions and notation of this section. Let
i > 1. Then

Si(q) = Q>*.(-^(q))

where <P* denotes the restricted normal holonomy group of M at q + ¿¡¡(q)

Corollary 1.5. Let i > I, and q e M. Then S¡(q) is an orbit of an s-
representation, and hence, a submanifold with constant principal curvatures.

Remark 1.6. We have that g > 1 , otherwise there would exist a parallel normal

section n of M such that the shape operator A, = 0. Then, by [E], M would

not be full. If g = 1, and dim(E0) > 0, then, by [M, Lemma] (see [03]), M
would split. If g = 1, and dim(E0) = 0, then M admits a parallel nonzero

umbilical section, which implies that M is contained in a sphere. So, for our

purposes, we may assume that g > 2.

Definition. Let j : N -> Rm be an immersed submanifold with globally flat

normal bundle. A C°° distribution E on N is called an eigendistribution if
for each p e N, (E)p is a full eigenspace of the commuting family of shape

operators of N at p .
Associated to any eigendistribution E on the submanifold N, there is nE e

C°°(N, v(N)), called the curvature normal associated to E, which satisfies:

AcX = (nE,¿¡)X, V£ e C°°(N, u(N)), X e C°°(N, E), where Ä denotes the
shape operator of N. If we assume that nE is a parallel section, then, as in

the isoparametric case, the distribution E is autoparallel (and hence, integrable
with totally geodesic leaves). Moreover, if 5" is a leaf of E then j(S) is an

extrinsic sphere of radius vector ||«||~2« .
We recall that a vector in the normal space is called focal if 1 is an eigenvalue

of the shape operator of this vector. Though we shall only need a variation of

the following lemma (see Lemma 3.4), we state it because it is very simple,

interesting, and we have not found it in the literature. (It is indeed the key

fact for the construction of the Coxeter group associated with the focal affine

hyperplanes.)

Lemma 1.7. Let j : N <-► RN be an embedded submanifold with (globally)
flat normal bundle and let t\ be a parallel normal vector field to N such that

t\(x) is not focal for any x e N. Let N^ be the parallel manifold to N, i.e.

Nç = {x + Ci(x) : x e N}. Let q e N and let q = q + £,(q). Then the affine
normal spaces q + u(N)q and q + u(Ni)il coincide, as subsets of RN (we denote
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this subset by F). Moreover,

{x e F : x - q is focal in u(N)q} = {x e F : x - q is focal in v(Nç)q}

Proof. The fact that q + u(N)q = q + v(Nç)q is easy and well known (see [PT]).

One has the following relation between the shape operators of N and N$ (sa

[HOT]): ANxl_q = ANx_q .(Id-A%{q))-{ , for all xeF . Since x-q = (x-q)-c;(q)

we have that

A^ = (A^-Aí%).(/í/-Aí%)-1 = (A^_?-/í/ + (/í/-Aí%)).(/ú?-Aí%)-1

= (ANx_q-Id).(Id-ANi(q))-x+Id

or equivalents,

(Id - ANxlq) = (Id - ANx_q) ■ (Id - A^)"1

Hence, (Id - Ax*Lq) is invertible if and only if (Id - Ax_q) is invertible.

2. The antipodal map

We keep the notation and assumptions of section 1. By the homogeneity, the

distance from M to its focal set is positive.In other words, there exists e > 0

such that 1 is not an eigenvalue of the shape operator A¿ , for all £ e v(M)

with ||<*|| < e . Let £ e v(M)p with ||<*|| < e , and such that <Pp-¿; be a principal

orbit, where Op denotes the normal holonomy group of M at p . Let Holt(M)

be the subset of v(M) that one obtains by parallel transporting Ç along any

picewise differentiable curve. Then, i : Holç(M)) —► RN is an immersion and

it has globally flat normal bundle, where i(q, £) = q + Ç . Moreover, with the

metric induced by i, Hol^(M) is a complete Riemannian manifold.

Remark 2.1. The above two facts were proved in [HOT, Theorem B] under the

further assumption of being M simply connected. This assumption was only

made in order to have a compact normal holonomy group. But the normal

holonomy group Q>p of M at p is contained always in the normalizer (in

0(v(M)p)) Ñ of <P*. Moreover, the connected component N0 of the compact

Lie group N = {g\(Vo(M)p)->- '■ g e Ñ} coincides with the connected componet of

<PP , i.e. <P* (see [OÍ; 03, Lemma 5.2]). Since we assume that u0(M) is globally

flat we obtain that <PP acts trivially on vq(M)p . Therefore No c Q>p c N,

which proves that the normal holonomy group of M is compact.

Let E be an eigendistribution on Hol^(M) with a parallel associated cur-

vature normal. We will define, as Terng [Te] did in the isoparametric case, the

antipodal map associated to E. But, at this point we would like to point out

that there are some difficulties in defining this map globally, due to the fact

that we work in the category of immersions. These difficulties also appear for

immersed isoparametric submanifolds; though not explicitly remarked in [PT]

(but, in this case they can be skipped by defining a local antipodal map). Let

us see some facts that we will need for defining the antipodal map <pE (only

in our situation!). Denote by k the dimension (over Hol^(M)) of E, and

let S be an integral manifold of E. Then / defines an isometric immersion

from the complete Riemannian manifold S into the A:-sphere i(S), and hence,

a covering. If k > 2, then S must be isometric to the simply connected k-
sphere i(S). If k = 1 we will also prove that S is isometric to i(S). Being
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E and eigendistribution, 5 must be vertical or horizontal with respect to the

submersion Hol^(M) -^-> M, where pr denotes the projection to the base

(recall that the fibers of this submersion are invariant under the shape oper-

ator; see [HOT]). If S is vertical, then S is isometric to i(S), becase the

restriction of / to any fiber of Hol^(M) is an embedding into RN. Let us

then assume that S is horizontal, and let y : R —> Hol^(M) be a geodesic
which parametrizes 5". Then y(t) = (pro y(t), Ç(t)), where Ç(t) is a parallel

normal vector field to Hol^(M) along y(t) (see [HOT]). We have that i o y

parametrizes the circle i(S) by a constant multiple of its arc length. Let x be

the least period of i o y. Then C|[o,t] may be regarded as a parallel normal

vector field to i(S) along the curve i o y\\p,x\ ■ Since the (extrinsic) circle i(S)

has globally flat normal bundle we conclude that ((x) = £(0). Then, since
pr o y(0) + £(0) = i o y(0) = i o y(x) = pr o y(r) + Ç(t) , we conclude that

pr o y(0) = pro y(x), and hence y(0) = y(x) (recall that M is 1-1 immersed).

Then y is periodic with period x (because S is a leaf of a distribution). This
implies that /' : S —► i(S) is not only a covering, but an isometry. We are finally

able to define the antipodal map 4>E : Holç(M) —► Hol^(M). Let q e Hol^M),

and let S be the integral manifold of E through q. Then 4>E(q) is defined
to be the antipodal point in the sphere S of the point q . This map is of class

C°°. Moreover, it is a diffeomorphism since <f)E o <f>E is clearly the identity

map.

3. The Coxeter group

We keep the notation and assumptions of § 1. In this section we will associate,

as Terng [Te] did in the isoparametric case, a Coxeter group to Holç (M). This
Coxeter group will depend on all the (global) eigendistributions whose curvature

normals are parallel and nonzero. The construction of the Coxeter group is

exactly the same as Terng's, but our method of finding the fixed point (for the

affine focal set) is different, quite simple, and applies also to the isoparametric

case.
For convenience, we recall and state some notation.

Notation, pr: the projection to the base from Hol^(M) to M.

i : the immersion from Hol^M) into RN defined by i((s, £$) = î +-& .

| : the parallel normal section of Holç(M) defined by £(q) = pr(q) - i(q).

A : the shape operator of M.
A : the shape operator of Hol^(M).
%? : the horizontal distribution of Hol^(M).
v : the vertical distribution of Hol^(M).

Êj : the unique distribution on Hol^(M) suchthat F, c ßf and d(pr)(E¡) =

Ei,i = 0,--,g.
Ê : the distribution Êx © • • • © Êg = E¿ .
!F : the family of all global eigendistributions E on Holi(M) with a parallel

nonzero associated curvature normal nE .

HE : the affine subspace HE = q + {x e ¡/(Hol^M)),, : (nE(q), x) = 1} of

R"  (EGf).

Lemma 3.1. Let E¡, / > 1, be an eigendistribution of the shape operators of

M restricted to vq(M) . Let c : [0, 1] —» M be a piecewise differentiable curve,
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and let y/(t) be a parallel normal vector field to M along c. Then the shape
operator A^,) |(£,)C(I) has constant eigenvalues.

Proof. The property of having constant principal eigenvalues is equivalent to

the fact that the higher order mean curvature tensors (in the symmetric tensor

algebra of the normal bundle) be parallel (see [S]). So, c may be assumed to

be either vertical or horizontal with respect to the submersion M —► M¡. With

the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem A, cases (a) and (b) of [03],
we prove the lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let n e C°°(//o/i(M), u(Hol^(M))) be parallel. Then Ê and v

are both invariant under the shape operator A of Hol^(M). Moreover, Ä, 1^

and A,, |„ have both constant eigenvalues.

Proof. For any x e Hols(M), Tpr(x)M c (diU^Hol^M)), and (Ê)x =

(Eq)p^X) . If q e Holç(M), there exists a horizontal c : [0, 1] —> Holç(M)
with c(0) = p , c(l) = q . Let c = pr o c, then r¡(c(t)) may be regarded as a

parallel normal vector field to M along the curve c(t). Let £(i) be the parallel

transport of £ G v(M)p along c. Then, the shape operator A is related to the

shape operator A of M by the next formula (see [HOT]), which in particular

shows the invariance of Ê under the shape operator:

-i
Ai(¿u)) \(Ê)m = Ai(m) '(Id - a««))   l^w

Moreover, A.^t)j and A^,) commutes, for all f €[0, 1]. In fact, n(c(t)), and

Ç(t) are both perpendicular to the orbit 0C(,) • ¿¡(t) at Ç(t), where <P denotes
the normal holonomy group of M. Then, by the Ambrose-Singer theorem,

(R±(X, Y)Ç(t), r,(t)) = 0 VX, Y e Tc(t), and hence, [A¿(0, Ami)ß = 0 (by

the Ricci identity). Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, the eigenvalues of Àn^(t)) \(e)¡,

do not depend on t, and, in particular, the eigenvalues of Ä,,^ |(¿, are exactly

the same as those of Ä,(fl) |^

With respect to v, notice that the fibers of Hol^(M) -^-> M are isopara-

metric submanifolds of the normal space of M (see [HOT, p. 168]). The

invariance of v under the shape operator follows easily from the fact that

ker(Id - Ä?) = v . The proof of the constancy of the eigenvalues of An |„ is

similar to that of Theorem A, cases (a) and (b) of [03].

Lemma 3.3. The distributions Ê, and v are both a direct sum of elements of

& ,for Ç small.

Proof. From Lemma 3.2 we obtain that v = ©^=1 Bh, and Ê = (¡)r¡=xB'l,

where each element (which we assume nontrivial) in any of both direct sums

fails, eventually, from being an eigendistribution, with a parallel associated

curvature normal, only by the fact that it could be properly contained in a

full eigenspace of the shape operator A at q, for some q e Hol^(M). Let

h e {1, • • • , m} (resp. I e {I, ■■■ , r}), let q e Hol^M) and let V„ be
the eigenspace of the shape operator at q which contains (Bh)q (resp. (B¡)q ).

Consider the shape operator A¡, and observe that ker(Id - A¿) = v . Then,

1 = (¿¡, ñf,) # (i, ñ'¡), where «/, (resp. ñ'¡ ) denotes the curvature normal asso-

ciated with Bh (resp. Bj ). This shows that Vqn(B¡)q = 0 (resp. Vqn(Bh)q = 0)
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for any 1, h . For proving that V? = Bh (resp. V? = B\ ) it remains only to

show, since T(Holi(M)) = F0 © Ê © v , that Vq n (È0)q = {0} . For it, we have

to analyze separately v and Ê in cases (a) and (b).

Case (a):   (Bh)q c Vq .   Let n e u(Q>pr{q) • (-£(f)))_#a) be with \n\ = 1,

and such that all the eigenvalues of the shape operator A'^ of the orbit of the

normal holonomy group <Ppr(4) ■ (-£(#)) are nonzero. Such an n does exist

because this orbit is a compact isoparametric submanifold of v(M)pr(q). The

shape operator A,, of Holç(M) is related to the shape operators A, and A'^

of M and <S>pr(q) • (-¿¡(q)) respectively, by the formulas

À* Im, = A'„-TT»

W(Êo)q = V(/rf-A_ftí)) '!(£„),•

Each eigenvalue of A', is proportional to | - <f|~2 = |^|-2. So, each eigen-

value of A'n tends to infinity if |£| tends to zero. (Observe that for any

other fiber ®pr(X) : (-£(*)) we can And, since any two fibers are isometric, nx

e v(<&pr(X) • (-Ç(x)))_ùx, of unit lenght and such that the shape operator of this

fiber applied to nx has the same eigenvalues as A'^ .) But, on the other hand,

as |£| tends to zero, the eigenvalues of A, .(Id - A_«, ,)_1 remain bounded

(independently of the base point, by the homogeneity of M ). It is now clear,

if £ is small, that Vq n (É0)q = {0} , for all q e Hol((M).

Case (b): (B¡)q c V?. Assume that Vq n (Ê0)q i- {0}. We shall derive a

contradiction. Let X e Vq n(Fo)? with 1^1 = 1 • We may assume, without loss

of generality, that there exists Y £ (B'¡)q n (E¡)q with \Y\ = 1, for some i > 1

(because the distributions F, are invariant under the shape operator). Let 3

be such that all of the eigenvalues of the shape operator Av of M are less than

1, for any y/ £ v(M) with \y/\ < 8 (such a 8 exists by the homogeneity of

M). Assume |f | < 8 . One one hand,

(K,{Pr{q))Y, Y) =(An,{pr{q)).(Id-A_^}rxY, Y)

= ((Id-A_i{q))-xY,An¡{pr{q))Y)

= (n,(pr(q)), m(pr(q))) • ((Id - A.^r'F, Y) * 0

because (Id - A ¡, ,)_1 is positive definite, since | - £,(q)\ = |£| < 8 . On the-i(«)

other hand,

(A„,.(pr(9.)) X, X) = (Ani{pr{q)) .(Id - A_ç{q))~ X, X)

= ((Id-Ai{q))-xX,Andpr{q))X) = 0.

Hence, X and Y cannot both belong to the same eigenspace.

It remains only to show, for the sake of finishing the proof, that the curvature

normal «/, (resp. ñ'¡ ) is nonzero. We have that "a I(/>/•)->(/»■(«)) is a curvature

normal of the compact isoparametric submanifold (pr)~x (pr(q)) of the normal

space v(M)pr(q). This proves that «/, is nonzero (see [PT]). Let now npr^ £
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vo(M)pr(q) be such that ker(A,,pr(q)) = (E0)pr{q). Then,

(Ê0)q = (£oU) = ker(KrJ = ker(AnPriq) i(Id - \q))W)q)~l)

= ker(Kr{q) !(*%)

(as subspaces of RN ). This shows that AV(í) |(¿) is invertible, and therefore

ñ'i is nonzero.

Lemma 3.4. Let q £ Hol^M) and let E' £ &. Then, for any E £9r, <f>E'(E)
belongs to 5?~, and

U H9   =   U H¡e'(q)
EeF Ee9~

where 4>E   is the antipodal map with respect to E'.

Proof. We have, for any q £ Holç(M),  i(4>E'(q)) = q + y/(q), where  \p =

2|«£'|-2«£'.    Then,  if E   £  &,   di((<pE'(E))^(q))   =  di(d<t>E'((E)q))   =

(Id - ÄV(q))((E)q) = (E)q. Since the shape operators at 4>E'(q) and q are

related by

ä((9) = Ä«n.(id-Äi(q)rx

one obtains that (<pE' (E))^ (?) = (E)q is a full eigenspace of the (commut-

ing) family of shape operators at <f>E' (q). Moreover, its associated eigenvalue

function is X, where

X(t]) = (I - (nE, y/))~x(nE(q), n).

This proves that <f>E'(E) £ &, and that (1 - (nE, y/))~xnE o (j>E' is its asso-

ciated (parallel) curvature normal. Denote <pE'(E) by E, and let x £ Hq ,

i.e., (x-q,nE(q)) = l. Then (x - <f>E'(q), nE (<t>E'(q))) = ((x - q) - ip(q),
(1 - (nE(q), ¥(q)))-xnE(q)) = (1 - (nE(q), ^»"»(l - <V(?), nE(q))) = 1 .

Hence,

[J HE D   (J HEE,{q).
EeSf egf

Since q = <j>E' (4>E> (q)), the other inclusion is also true.

Proposition 3.5. Under the notation and general assumptions of this section. Let

^ be the family of all (global) eigendistributions E of Hol^(M), whose associ-

ated curvature normal nE is parallel and nonzero. Then, for any q £ Hol^(M),

the reflétions of q + v(Hol^(M))q across the hyperplanes Hq , E e &~, gener-

ates a finite Coxeter group Wq, and any two of such groups are (orthogonally)
equivalent under the parallel displacement.

Proof. Let q £ Holç(M), E' £ SF and let x be the V-1-parallel transport, from

v(Hol¡(M))q into v(Holç(M))q, where q = <pE'(q). Let f be the isometry

of the affine subspace F = q + v(Hol^(M))q = q + u(Holi(M))q , defined by:
?(<?) = Q and d(x)\q = x. The parallel transport x, which is independent of

the curve joinning q with q, may be achieved by the parallel transport of a

curve, let us denote it by c, in the integral manifold Sq of E' through q.

Since i(Sq) is a totally geodesic (extrinsic) sphere, which is invariant under the

shape operator of Hol^(M), we get that the V1- -parallel transport along c, as
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a curve of Hol^(M), coincide with the V-1-parallel transport along c, in the

normal space to the sphere i : Sq —> i(Sq). (the same argument as in [Te] for

the isoparametric case). Then, exactly as in the isoparametric case, one has

that x is the reflection across the hyperplane, in v(Hol^(M)q, perpendicular

to nE'(q) (identifying v(Hol^(M))q with u(Hol^(M))q, as linear subspaces

of RN ). An easy calculation shows that î : F —► F is the reflection across

the hyperplane HE' (q). It is clear, from the definition of S?~ that the (affine)

parallel transport f sends \JEe^ HE into \JEe^ HE . But, on the other hand,

by Lemma 3.4, \JEe#- Hq = \JEe$r HE. Hence, the reflection in F across

the hyperplane Hq' leaves \JE€9rHE invariant, for any E' £ SF. Then, the

reflections across the hyperplanes {HE}Ee^r generates a finite Coxeter group

Wq. This group, being a finite group of affine transformations, has always a

fixed point (here, our argument simplify that of [Te]). It is clear that changing

the point q by any other, the Coxeter group conjugates by the parallel transport.

Corollary 3.6. Under the same assumptions and notation as in Proposition 3.5.

Then there exists a parallel y/ £ C°°(Hol^(M), v(Hol$(M)) such that (y/, nE)

= I, for all E£3r.

Proof. Let q £ Hol^(M) and let y/q be a fixed point of Wq. Then y/q be-

longs to \JEe& Hq • If V is the parallel normal section with y/(q) = y/g , then

(y/, nE) = 1, for all E£9r.

4. The proof of the main result

We keep the assumptions and notations of previous sections.

Lemma 4.1. Assume that the distribution È®v on Hol^(M) is integrable. Then,

(i) The distribution E¿- = Ex © • • ■ © Eg on M is autoparallel.

(ii)E0 = 0.
Proof. We shall show first that E¿ is integrable. Let X, Y £C°°(M, E¿-) and

let X, Y £ C°°(Holz(M), Ê) be the horizontal lift of X and Y respectively.

In particular X and Y are pr-related to X and Y. Then, [X, Y]pr{q) =

d(pr)([X, Y]q) £ d(pr)((Ê®v)q) = (FflVtí), which proves the integrability of

E. We have the (orthogonal) splitting E¿ = Ex © • • • © Eq , being Ex, ■■■ , Eg
autoparallel distributions which are invariant under the shape operator. Then,

by the Codazzi identity, E¿ must be autoparallel. In fact, we must only show

that VYX £ C°°(M, E¿) for X e C°°(M, E¿), Y e C°°(M, Ej) and i±j.
Let n £ C°°(M, u0(M)) be parallel and such that (n, «,) ^ (n, n¡). We have

(VxAn)Y = (t], nj)VxY - A„(Vjry) = (n, n¡)VYX - An(VYX) = (VYA,,)X
(using the Codazzi identity). Since V^F = VyX + [X, Y], we obtain that

((n, nj) - (t], ni))VYX = An([X, Y]) - (n, n¡)[X, Y]. This shows, since E¿-

is integrable, and invariant under the shape operator, that VYX £ C°°(M, Eq) .

This proves (i). We have that Eq and Eq are both autoparallel. But two (or-

thogonally) complementary autoparallel distributions must be parallel. Hence,

Eq and E¿ are both parallel. Since they are also invariant under the shape

operator, it is not hard to prove, from [M, Lemma], that Eq = 0 or E¿ = 0

(otherwise, the irreducible submanifold M would split; see [03, Lemma 1.1]).

If Eq- would be trivial then Av = 0 for any parallel y/ £ C°°(M, vq(M)) , and
consequently, by [E], M would not be full.
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Proof of the Theorem. Let y/ be as in Corollary 3.7 and let q £ Holç(M).

Then,  (Ê © v)q c (ker(Id - Av))q.   On the other hand, Ä    ^ = 0 (see

Notation). So, yi -t\ projects down to a parallel (local) normal vector field n

to M, because it must be constant along the vertical leaves (a similar argument
was used in [02, p. 229]). Then,

0 = AVw \(EoUq) = Aiy,-ï){q) <{Id - Aî(q))\(Eo)XX

and therefore

\v-()(Q) I(Éo), = 0-

Since any eigenvalue of A^g) \^)„ is different from 1, we conclude, from the

above equality, that any eigenvalue of AV\,E,   is different from  1.   Hence,

(Ê © v) = ker(Id - Av), which is, by the Codazzi identity, an autoparallel

distribution and therefore integrable. Then, by Lemma 4.1, we obtain that the

distribution E0 on M is the null distribution and consequently Ê0 is also null.
Then, y/ is an umbilical parallel normal section of Hol((M), which implies

that Hol^(M) is contained in a sphere. Since (Hol^(M))^ = M, it follows that

M is contained in a sphere.

Remark. A nontrivial example of a homogeneous embedded noncompact sub-
manifold of the Euclidean space can be produced as follows: consider the fol-

lowing submanifold M of I5 = C x C x ]? defined by

M = {(eis,eu,2s-t)}.

Observe that M is the orbit through (1,1,0) of the abelian two dimensional

subgroup of isometries of R6 generated by </>, and y/t, where <j>t(a, b, c) =

(e''.a, b, c - t) , y/s(a, b, c) = (a, eis.b, c + 2s). It is not difficult to check

that M is an irreducible full embedded submanifold.
Less trivial examples, i.e. nonintrinsically flat, can be obtained as follows:

Let us consider the isotropy representation of a Hermitian symmetric space of
complex dimension n . Assume that after deleting the Sx factor of the isotropy

group, this new group does not act any more polarly on C (there exist such

examples!), and hence it does not act transitively on any principal orbit of the
isotropy representation. Let K x R be the universal cover of the isotropy group

of the hermitian symmetric space, where K is compact. Consider now the

following representation p of K x R on I(C" x R) defined by p(k, v) =

(p(k, t), xv), where p is the obvious representation of K x R on the isometry

group of C (i.e., the projection to the isotropy group followed by the isotropy

action) and xv denotes the translation along v . Then, the principal orbits of

K x R are irreducible full homogeneous noncompact submanifolds. (We have

required K not to act transitively on principal orbits because otherwise the

principal orbits of (K x R, p) would split a line.)

Appendix

In this appendix we include a characterization of noncompact homogeneous
submanifolds of Euclidean space in terms of the action of its group of (extrinsic)

isometries. This characterization, which we have not found in the mathematical

literature, generalizes the following result of J. Vargas [V]: "A symmetric space
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of the noncompact type does not admit an equivariant isometric immersion

into the Euclidean space".

Let M = G . v be a noncompact irreducible submanifold of 1^ ( G a

connected Lie subgroup of I(RN) ). Then, the universal cover G of G splits

as K x Rk , where K is a (simply connected) compact Lie group. In fact, if

H denotes the subgroup of G which consists of all translations, then it is a
normal subgroup. The tangent space to the orbits of H in M define a parallel

distribution 2¡ on M (because it is the restriction of a parallel distribution on
RN ). Moreover, it is easy to see that it is invariant under the shape operator
of M, and therefore, by [M, Lemma], M splits, unless 3¡ = 0 (or M is a

straight line). Then, the obvious projection from G into SO(N) is a Lie group

morphism whose kernel is discrete, and consequently an immersion. Then, the

Lie algebra of G is isomorphic to a Lie subalgebra of so(N). Then, it admits

a bi-invariant metric, and therefore G = K x Rk , with K compact.

We have that the orbits of K in M are compact submanifolds of RN . So,

any of these orbits has a well determined barycenter in RN. Let B be the

affine subspace of R^ generated by all of these barycenters. Then, since K

is a normal subgroup of G, we have that the group Rk acts on B, which is

left pointwise fixed by K. Let V be the orthogonal complement to B, with

respect to some point. It is easy to see that the representation of p in I(RN)

can be written in the form: p(k, w)(v , b) = (px(k, w)(v), p2(w)(b)), where

(k, w) £ K xRk = G, (v , b) £V xB = RN . Moreover, px is a representation

of G into SO(Y). (In the above characterization we may replace B by the

bigger subset which consists of all points of R^ fixed by K.) Therefore, we

have proved the following theorem.

Theorem. Let M = G • i> be a (noncompact) homogeneous irreducible subman-

ifold of RN, where G is a Lie subgroup of the isometry group I(RN) of RN .

Then, the universal cover G of G splits as K x Rk, where K is a compact

simply connected Lie group. Moreover, the induced representation of K xRk

into I(RN) is equivalent to px@ pi, where px is a representation of K xRk

into SO(Rd) and p2 is a representation of Rk into I(Re) (N = d + e).
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